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Fig. 1. Our hardware prototype consists of a finger ring, incorporating a camera and a touchpad, as well as a wristband
carrying a wearable computer. The image processing is performed either using an on-board deep learning model or using a
cloud service, if the object cannot be identified. Our model is trained to understand grocery products, as well as bank notes.
People with Visual Impairments (PVI) experience greater difficulties with daily tasks, such as supermarket shopping. Identifying
and purchasing an item proves challenging for PVI. Using a user-centered design process, we understand the difficulties PVI
encounter in their daily routines. Consequently, the previous FingerReader model was elevated to a new level. In contrast,
FingerReader2.0 incorporates a highly integrated hardware design, as it is standalone, wearable, and not tethered to a computer.
Software-wise, the prototype utilizes a deep learning system, relying on a hybrid, an on-board and a cloud-based model. The
advanced design significantly extends the range of mobile assistive technology, particularly for shopping purposes. This
paper presents the findings from interviews, several iterative studies, and a field study in supermarkets to demonstrate the
FingerReader2.0’s enhanced capabilities for those with varied levels of visual impairment.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Worldwide 253 million people suffer from low vision [31]. Visual impairment comprises of different conditions
and degrees of loss of visual acuity. Depending on the severity of the condition, many of the daily activities of
People with Visual Impairments (PVI) are inhibited [3]. Those with visual impairments experience difficulties
with specific tasks, such as acquiring products from the supermarket shelf. In these circumstances, PVI depend
on others or use tools such as magnifiers or mobile phone applications to assist them in product identification.
One popular phone application to read text by pointing the mobile phone to a document, is KNFB Reader [7].
Recently, deep learning applications are being released such as Seeing AI [28] and Aipoly [27] that are able to
recognize items and text in photos taken with the phone. Even though these mobile phone applications are now
released, a problem persists: it is difficult to frame a picture without sight [4]. However, due to proprioception
skills, PVI can be taught to position a phone camera correctly, as suggested by previous research [4].
An alternative method of using the mobile phone to point to the text and items, would be to employ the gesture
of pointing or touching the item that requires reading. Previous research exploring finger-worn text-to-speech
systems [38, 41] used computer vision algorithms to perform an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) task and
provided the pointed information to the user through audio. Although, this interaction was intuitive and natural,
the solution was not wearable and solely focused on OCR task. In FingerReader2.0, we further develop [38] a
highly integrated wearable system with on-board Machine Learning algorithms, to explore the task of acquiring
a product from a supermarket.
In summary, the contribution of this successor paper is threefold:
(1) Technical development of a standalone, wearable finger-worn prototype, FingerReader2.0, in the form of
a small ring with a camera and touch input, which is able to recognize products and notes to help PVI
acquire products.
(2) Introduction of the user-centered design process to understand the needs of our user group, as well as
discovering challenges and opportunities for the design and evaluation of an assistive finger-worn smart
eye.
(3) Compiled insights for designing wearable assistive pointing interfaces for PVI based on interviews, focus
groups, and a field study using the FingerReader2.0 prototype inside a supermarket.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Shopping Solutions for PVI
A comprehensive study [2] investigating PVI on the difficulties they encountered while taking photographs,
found that 28% are related to food or beverage items. Szpiro et. al [43] studied how PVI experience difficulties
in locating their desired product on the supermarket shelf. The difficulties they experience include identifying
the correct product due to similar product shapes, indecipherable labels due to various font types and sizes, and
the product’s location on the shelf. Based on these identified difficulties, some solutions have emerged. Trinetra
[23] is a phone-based system using barcodes and RFID tags to assist PVI in grocery shopping. ShopTalk [29] was
a wearable system with a barcode scanner allowing for product search using verbal directions. A smartphone
version of these applications were later developed for PVI users [21].
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PVI use different strategies to identify a product, such as holding the product several inches from the eyes,
using a magnifying glass, estimating the product content by the shape and size of the box, or taking a photo
of the product with a phone to magnify it. However, using mobile phones to photograph, zoom in, and scan
barcodes is problematic. In most circumstances, the resolution is too low and the barcodes are unreadable. Foo
[8] developed a grocery shopping assistant that located products and guided PVI to specific locations. She used
computer vision and special handgloves for tracking, Wiimote for guidance and 3D audio effects. Lee et. al [24]
investigated various methods including speech, non-speech, haptic vibration, a combination of speech and haptic,
and a combination of non-speech and haptic, for guiding PVI in acquiring items. In contrast, our work utilizes a
small wearable ring, a bracelet, and advanced deep learning algorithms for product and bank note identification.

2.2

Low-Vision Aids with Video Output

Zhao et. al [50] created an augmented reality application on a head-mounted display (HMD) that facilitates
product search by recognizing the product automatically and utilized visual cues to direct the user’s attention
to the product. Visual cues were designed according to the visual condition of PVI and evaluated the visual
cues with them. Based on their findings, participants preferred using cues to conventional enhancements for
product search, as it outperforms best-corrected vision, both in time and accuracy. While this user study focuses
on finding the product using visual cues through the head-mounted display, our work focuses on identifying
the product using pointing and audio feedback. Zientara et. al [51] created a system composed of smart glasses
with an attached camera, that can guide the user towards the desired product through commands (left, right,
forward, and back). The system also includes a glove, equipped with a camera that enables "the viewpoint of what
the person is reaching out to hold". The solution implements video processing and deep learning on the cloud.
The main differences with our work falls within a different scope. We focus on the usability of a ring-camera
system that takes single images obtained by tapping on the ring with the thumb. Stearns et. al [40] developed an
augmented reality system composed of a finger-worn camera and HoloLens to magnify the text when touched by
the finger. However, these approaches are ineffective for those who are fully blind.

2.3

Audio Output for PVI

FingerReader [38] employs a camera worn on the index finger and proposes a novel computer vision algorithm
for local-sequential text scanning that allows the user to read single lines, blocks of text or skimming the text with
complementary and multimodal feedback. Similarly, HandSight [41] explored the design space of finger-based text
scanning. A prototype was developed and evaluated with PVI, exploring how to continuously guide a user’s finger
across text using three feedback conditions (haptic, audio, and combination of haptic & audio). The two surveys
of finger augmentation devices [35, 39] provide an overview of the developments in finger-worn devices, with a
classification based on form factor, input, output, action, and domain. The point-and-shoot interaction method is
an alternative to line-reading employed in state-of-the-art finger-worn devices, such as the FingerReader [38]
and HandSight [41]. Similar point-and-shoot interaction is used by commercial glasses for PVI. OrCam [47] is a
small camera, which attaches to glasses. It can read text, describe objects and assist with facial recognition. Horus
[6] is a system consisting of a bone conduction headset, which is attached to a small computer and worn on the
waist. It uses deep learning to recognize what a user is looking at. KNFB Reader [7], Aipoly [27], and Seeing-AI
[28] are some of the most popular text-to-speech and identification smartphone apps PVI use.

2.4

Object Targeting with PVI

The mobile phone applications for PVI share a common problem. The image of the text or document needs to be
framed properly, which is a difficult task to perform with low vision [4]. Cutter and Manduchi [4] have compared
two feedback modalities on how to orient the phone when taking a picture: guidance with continuous translation
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instructions vs. only confirmation when obtaining a good frame. They found that, in addition to phone translation
guidance, orientation indications are crucial since 59% of the guidance cases only require simple orientation
corrections to have the picture well framed. By using only tactile perception, without vision, a person is able to
distinguish two-dimensional and three-dimensional objects by holding and turning them around [26]. Gibson
calls this exploratory tactile scanning "active touch" [11]. It involves micromotions to explore and measure the
object using haptic perception [26, 52]. For PVI in particular, the hands are a core physical interaction channel, as
proprioception is well pronounced. Therefore, it seems natural to utilize the high sensing abilities our hands and
fingers offer.

2.5

Finger Worn Gesture Interfaces

Thumb-to-finger Interaction: Since the 1990s, the ring’s surface was used for cursor manipulation or as a chorded
keyboard [9, 34]. Tapping on the surface was also used for replacing the mouse and keyboard [22]; for appliance
control [49], as an input device to replace a mouse or keyboard [13, 15, 17, 18, 32], and detecting gestures of a
novel vocabulary [20]. More recently, MagicFinger [48] developed tap and gesture input by sensing contact and
movement with materials and other fingers.
Finger-worn Touch-pads: Ringteraction [10] proposes a thumb-index interaction, which uses a set of gestures (horizontal and vertical swipes, taps, and rotation) and scenarios (parallel task completion, select+scroll,
zoom+pan, focus+context). TouchRing [44] proposes printed electrodes and capacitive sensing on a ring worn on
the index finger to enable multi-touch gestures performed with the thumb, palm, and middle finger.
To conclude, our work differs from the related work described above as follows: i) different application domain:
we focus on mobile usage, with the use case of shopping. ii) discrete interaction technique: point-and-shoot
interaction is enabled through a touchpad embedded in the ring. iii) technological advancement: FingerReader2.0
is standalone, wearable, not tethered to the computer like FingerReader [38] or HandSight [41]. iv) emergent
algorithms: FingerReader2.0 uses deep learning algorithms to analyze the images and provides information about
the item, while previous versions [38], uses computer vision algorithms to perform an OCR task.

3

USER-CENTERED DESIGN PROCESS

We followed a typical system design approach [30] and thus collaborated with our target user group, PVI [36].
The target user group was recruited from the local PVI association. During the process of interacting with PVI,
we discovered their daily challenges. Consequently, a device was iteratively developed to assist them in accessing
visual information. A total of 26 (5 sighted and 21 visually impaired) different people were interviewed during
the user-centered design life cycle.

3.1

Understanding User Needs

To determine PVI’s daily challenges and pain points, we conducted a user journey of a typical day with 6 PVI
(2 females and 4 males) aged between 21 and 72 years (M=54.1; SD=18.08). The participants were randomly
selected from a list of PVI provided by the local association. Their visual impairment conditions consisted of
complete blindness (3 participants), retinal pigmentation (2 participants), and diabetic retinopathy (1 participant).
Additionally, we also observed 3 visually impaired while attending to an IT class about learning how to use a
mobile phone in accessibility mode.
3.1.1 Interviews. The interviews were conducted at the local association for visually handicapped. The interviewer guided the discussion and took notes about the time, location, observation and perspective (thinking,
feeling, seeing, hearing, doing), attitude, pain point, and positive aspects while a participant described a typical
day. All interviews were video taped.
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We extracted the following insights by analyzing the common pain points shared by PVI. All participants,
except one (a 21 year old participant) mentioned the use of public transportation (bus or underground train) to
get to work, school, or to the association of visually handicapped, to be a major problem in their daily routine.
Four participants (diabetic retinopathy, retinal pigmentation and 2 completely blind) mentioned having trouble
with grocery shopping. They mentioned that the main problem they experienced is product identification. In
order to identify a product, users should be able to use their hands freely to pick up objects and to hold the
cane to navigate along isles simultaneously. A wearable device would satisfy this requirement as opposed to a
hand-held device, such as a mobile phone, which consistently requires a hand to hold the device.
3.1.2 Observations: Accessibility with Mobile Devices. The PVI attended individual hour-long sessions organized
at the local association for visually handicapped. In each session, we trained the participant to use a smartphone
and a tablet computer using the built-in accessibility feature. Also, the participants explained their user habit
with the current technology they are using. The participants reportedly used Blaze EZ [5] and KNFB reader [7]
several times weekly. During these sessions, we observed and took notes about the way PVI learned and used
their smartphones (mainly iPhone). One of the key functionalities the user learned, is the Menu and Hierarchy.
When performing a simple task such as composing an SMS, the user needs to perform several subtasks, such as
selecting a contact or composing a message. The resulting hierarchy of tasks and their corresponding options
(e.g., a contact is in a list that can be scrolled, inputting text can be done either by scrolling through letters or
dictation to Siri) makes it difficult to remember the application state and may lead to confusion. In our opinion,
a satisfactory solution to reduce the cognitive load with these hierarchy menus has yet to emerge. Currently,
the only option is to return to the main menu and restart the entire process. Reducing the depth of the menu’s
hierarchy should thus be a priority with future system developments.

3.2

Design Concept

The overarching aim is to enable PVI’s to independently access information in a mobile context, as this is a
general problem for our target group.
The local community we collaborated with, comprised a majority of people with low vision (71%), which is our
target group. Those with low vision are able to partially see objects. They are still able to point towards items
that are of interest, in order to obtain information regarding the object.
3.2.1 Defining a Use Case. Based on the users’ feedback from the interview, we found that everyday situations
in unfamiliar scenarios account for their greatest challenges. In particular, using public transport and buying
groceries from the supermarket, was mentioned to be a substantial challenge.
While developments in public transport accessibility for people with visual impairments has occurred [1, 14],
little has been done for shopping assistance. However, acquiring food is a basic need and thus enabling PVI to
independently purchase products at a supermarket is a major step to (re)gain independence.
From the observational study we learned about technical particularities PVI are struggling with. Therefore,
an assistive device should be seamless and not require complex hierarchical menus. Initially, we augmenting
the PVI’s finger using an intelligent eye, which is basically a wearable camera. This enables for the hands to
remain free for picking products, holding a basket, or carrying a white cane, while empowering the user with the
capability to access visual information independently.
3.2.2 Interaction Concept: Point-and-Shoot. Pointing with the finger to an object is a natural gesture, which we
utilize. To prevent constantly flashing the user with verbal information, the user performs a thumb tap on the
side of the ring, which takes a picture and analyzes it. We denote this interaction technique as point-and-shoot
interaction, which implies pointing in the direction of the desired item and triggering the device to get selective
information.
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Fig. 2. Prototype components: (A) Wristband connected to the ring (B) Ring with touch-pad (C) Intel Edison, PCB, battery,
and wristband 3D-printed casing (D) Casing and straps, and (E) Ring and 3D-printed fittings of different sizes

This microinteraction is different from the interaction method employed in finger-worn devices, such as the
previous FingerReader [38] and HandSight [41], in which a tapping gesture to capture the view is not applied. In
previous projects, a longer time period is required for the continuous task of reading a line of text sequentially,
while the hand and finger must stay in a certain angle, which is difficult for an untrained user.

4

PROTOTYPE

In related work, we can find embedded cameras in several finger-worn devices for line reading such as FingerReader
[38], HandSight [41], and gesture input, TouchCam [42]. These devices cannot be worn alone, as they are bulky
and connected to a PC. The device’s usefulness in a mobile setting is thus limited. However, the prototype’s
new design overcame these limitations, making it truly applicable for mobile scenarios, such as shopping. We
managed to increase the level of integration, added Wifi connectivity, and developed a versatile and scalable
platform. For technical reasons, we still require a wristband containing major electronic parts, as well as the
battery. This allowed the size of the ring to decrease. (see Figure 2 - A). In contrast to the previous version of
FingerReader [38], we now integrated an artificial intelligence onto the finger assisting the user on-the-go in
real-time.
Our prototype allows users to simply point-and-shoot at products, menus, and a variety of signs to perform a
recognition and interpretation task, and hear the results spoken through audio.

4.1

System Architecture

The prototype contains three hardware components:
(1) a ring with an embedded camera and a touch interface (see Figure 2 - B). The location of the camera enables
the system to capture the image of what the user is pointing at, while simultaneously allowing the user to control
the device through the touch interface. The ring is tethered to the second component,
(2) a wristband that contains the processing unit. This processing unit is composed of a system on board, a
wireless module (Wifi+BLE), and a battery (see Figure 2 - C). The processing unit transmits the captured images
to a third component,
(3) a smartphone through Wifi communication. The smartphone performs the image analysis and delivers the
information to a user through a Bluetooth Headset or through the phone’s speaker.

4.2

Ring Hardware Prototype

Electronics: The ring incorporates a VGA camera module ov7675, with a lens size of 1/9" and 67◦ aperture. This
camera is connected to a main custom made PCB, where there is an SN9C5281BJG DSP from SONIX that controls
the CMOS image sensor and transmits the image over a UVC protocol to the external processing unit. On the left
side of the ring, there is a 15mm x 20mm touch interface, implemented on an external custom made PCB. This
sends the results of the touch input to the external processing unit. The price of the ring electronic components
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is as low as 22 USD per unit (producing 200units), making this prototype affordable. Power consumption of the
ring is about 4.98mA while streaming 30Fps VGA video image.
Form Factor: The ring is made out of a soft tooling with injected black Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)
material. Initially, there were two different ring sizes: (i) internal diameter of 19.5mm and (ii) internal diameter of
16mm. Both designs contain a .5 mm gap at the bottom that allows the ring to deform and fit in users up to size 11
(20.6mm). During the interviews, we realized that the two ring sizes were not sufficient to cover the finger variety
of the participants. As a solution, fittings adjustment pieces (see Figure 2 - E) were modeled and 3D printed with
soft material. Starting from the bigger size of the ring (19.5mm), the fittings are inner diameters of the circular
ring ranging from 15 to 19mm in .5mm steps.

4.3

Wristband Hardware Prototype

To provide a wearable hands-free experience, the processing unit is physically separated from the small ring
with a camera. Hence, the processing unit and battery were moved to the wristband prototype connected with a
cable to the ring (see Figure 2 - A) prototype. This design allows a wearable hands-free experience, in contrast to
holding a smartphone.
Electronics: The wristband processing unit is based on a custom made PCB that operates on an Intel Edison
SOM (system on module). This wristband also includes a Dual-core Intel Atom 500MHz processor, 1GB DDR3
RAM, 4GB eMMC flash, Bluetooth 4.0, Wifi, Wi-Fi Direct. The system runs an embedded Linux Yocto 1.1. The
wristband is interconnected with the ring through a total of 6 wires. An I2C protocol (SDA and SCL) for the touch
interface, D+ and D- for the camera (UVC protocol), power (3V3), and ground. Both the ring and the wristband
are powered from a 450mA, 3.7V Lithium polymer battery located in the bracelet. The power consumption tests
show that the device can last approximately 3.5 hours.
Software: The wristband serves three main tasks: 1) read from the touch sensor, interpret, and classify gestures.
2) Control the driver of the camera, the wristband configures and captures images from the CMOS camera
through the UVC protocol. 3) Communicates to the smartphone through a TCP/IP socket on top of the previously
established phone-hotspot. The wristband sends the gestures performed by the user as well as the images captured.
Form factor: The prototype has a similar form factor as Samsung Gear V1. The casing is 3D printed with a
multilateral 3D-Printer (Objet 500) and has a size of 35mm x 25mm. The bands used in the prototype are the
original parts from the Samsung Gear (see Figure 2 - D).

4.4

Phone Application

A hotspot network is opened by the phone to connect with the wristband. Once this communication occurs, an
Android phone application receives and analyzes the images from the wristband. Performing the point-and-shoot
gesture triggers the application to shoot the photo by the finger-worn camera. The received image is analyzed
with an on-board identification and an external scene description. Once the image analysis result is returned in
plain text, the system synthesizes the audio by using Google text-to-speech engine. The user receives the output
through the phone speaker or via Bluetooth headphones.

4.5

Image Understanding and Communication

In order to identify the object the user is pointing at, we evaluated various state-of-the-art image recognition
libraries using our hardware prototype. In conclusion, we decided to implement a hybrid approach, which
analyzes the captured image in parallel (1) using an on-board deep learning algorithm, as well as (2) sending it to
an external cloud vision API. By default, we set priority to our own on-board identification algorithm. When a
confident result cannot be achieved, a result from an external cloud service is then requested.
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A on-board deep learning

B Google's cloud vision engine

Fig. 3. Successfully recognized images during our field study: A) using our on-board deep learning, yielding low recognition
delays <1s, B) using the Google cloud vision engine for untrained products yielded significantly higher delays >3s.

4.5.1 On-Board Deep Learning Object Identification. In order to implement the smartphone on-board identification, we trained our own deep learning algorithm. We explored state-of-the-art convolutional object detectors [16]
that can perform object localization and object classification. We used the Single Shot Detector (SSD) [25] which
relies on the MobileNet-V1 as a feature extractor. We implemented this architecture by using the TensorFlow
1.21 object detection API [12]. In terms of speed-accuracy trade-off, [16] the SSD architecture results in a fast
execution for large objects [16], which outperforms many other architectures on mobile devices. While we had
13 classes in total (4 currency notes and 9 supermarket products), the average processing time for a request is
M=1.4s; SD=.8s (see Figure 3).
4.5.2 Labeling and Annotation. For data annotation, the Oxford IIT format was used [33]. It was important
that the taken images contain a single object belonging to one of the classes and to have the object straight, to
allow it to fit as tight as possible into a rectangular bounding box. The annotation has been implemented using
the tools LabelImg [45] and RectLabel [19]. To improve recognition rate, we created a ground truth database,
while capturing images in ways that PVI would acquire them: with finger occlusion, bad light conditions, partial
product shot, and up side down.
4.5.3 SSD Configuration. The SSD parameters were set as follows: batch-size (24), initial-learning-rate (.0004),
use-dropout (true), dropout- keep-probability (.5). During training, we used dropout to avoid the model from
overfitting. The learning rate was set to exponential decay and the batch size was set to the original configuration
file in Tensorflow (TF). When a new data set was trained, transfer learning was used to initialize our models.
We used a pre-trained SSD model from the TF Object detection API (Model Zoo). This model was trained with
COCO data set. This reduced training time as it converged quickly, making it possible to use small data sets.
4.5.4 External Scene Description. In case the item was not identified by the on-board identification, the Scene
Description mode would analyze the overall image and provide maximum information to help the user acquire a
greater understanding of what the user is pointing at. The description of the scene follows these categories in
this order: logos, text, general object characteristics (e.g., book, electronics, etc...). The categories and their orders
were defined while conducting the interviews with PVI, where we extracted the most relevant categories for the
user. Furthermore, feedback on the image framing (see Figure 4) was reduced to prevent overloading the user
with excess information.
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Fig. 4. Original images from the experiment were repeatedly rotated and processed with Google Vision API. The greater
number of detected text after rotation is shown by the green bounding boxes.

Based on a previous study [46], we decided to use Google’s Vision API. For compatibility reasons, our prototype
sends a 640 x 480 JPEG image to Google’s cloud vision engine. Although this engine is very powerful, the systems
average request time is M=3.5s (SD=.9s) during our experiments with over 200 requests. Request time includes
latencies from sending the image, server processing and receiving the result. While there is a delay, the engine is
capable of recognizing a font size of 7 at a 20cm distance, which makes it acceptable. Also, it provides support for
more than 50 languages, which can be relevant when identifying ingredients from international products.
4.5.5 User Interface. The audio interface features a synthesized speech implemented by using Google’s text-tospeech API. Initially, we implemented a hierarchical audio menu containing different entries: object identification,
text reading, and settings. Also, we allowed the user to adjust settings, such as the speed and set a different
language. This audio menu was controlled by using a thumb-to-index touch interface. The user was changing the
application by swiping up and down, configuring the parameters by swiping right and left, and finally triggering
the system by tapping. However, during our iterative design process, we observed that most of the users were
uninterested in this feature and used the object identification application only. The main reason for this was the
issues some participants experienced when performing gestures. Swiping left and right added an extra layer of
complexity to the main task’s performance.
Consequently, we developed some adjustments to the user interface: We 1) removed the list of applications,
except object identification, 2) simplified the touch input by removing the Logistic Regression classification model
and only allowing a single tapping gesture to trigger the recognition, (i.e when the user touches the ring surface,
a picture is captured and analyzed); and 3) moved the hierarchical settings menu (voice speed control, language,
etc..) to a visual menu on the phone, since its primary use is limited to the initial device setup.

5 ITERATIVE DESIGN PROCESS
5.1 Focus Groups
To gain feedback for the future refinements of the next iteration of the prototype, we organized two focus groups
at the local association for visually handicapped. The first group consisted of 4 social workers (sighted), who
help PVI with their daily tasks, as well as teach them some of the basic skills, like using the white cane, labelling
objects at their home, etc. The second group consisted of 4 employees from the visual impaired institution (3 of
them had visual impairments). This second group was composed by experts in accessibility tools for PVIs.
Social workers suggested that PVI would prefer to be independent, such as shop on their own. Some use
the Ruby magnifier which is a 4.5" device with a large display. It requires a purse or a bag to carry, which is
bothersome. We assumed that a wearable solution like the finger-worn device would increase usability. After the
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general questions concerning their daily challenges, we demonstrated the prototype and demoed text reading
from a text printed on paper. Additionally, one social worker suggested an attempt to read text from a small
chocolate cake package. This suggestion was useful, as it fully captured the FingerReader’s capabilities. The
speech was played through the speaker of the phone, while it was placed on the table. Their main feedback points
can be grouped in the following categories.
Applications: Reading text from receipts and packages, such as ingredients in small font sizes and expiry dates
are important. The new generation of ATMs have support systems for PVIs, but require the user to bring their
own headphones. It would be useful to know details about the food that the user has in front of them.
Configuration: It would be helpful to add an option to adjust the pace of the speech, as well as to support
multiple languages.
Difficulties: On product packages, it is difficult to locate certain information. A bright light, such as a laser, is
useful to resolve the difficulties in identifying PVI’s placement points. They emphasized that some PVIs can see
light and shadows. Some older people experience tremors. They were worried that this would affect the quality
of reading the text.
System Design: The ring size should be adjustable to fit any finger size. Connecting it to an earpiece would make
it subtle and less embarrassing. However, we were surprised to hear that PVIs did not want to wear earpieces.
We believe the main known reason that PVI prefer bone conducted headphones over regular headphones, is that
they do not block surrounding sounds. This is crucial, as it directly relates to their safety, particularly when they
are walking. We took this into account by using bone conduction headphones in the final experiments.
Feedback: The response time with the detected text is a matter of seconds. It was suggested that knowing the
system’s continuous state, whether a picture was taken and processed, was an important factor. Furthermore, the
users were also uncertain if standing still was a requirement to receive a response.

5.2

Re-entering the User Centered Design Life Cycle

In order to iterate the prototype and improve the user experience, we re-entered the user centered design life
cycle. We conducted semi-structured interviews over the span of three months with four PVIs (PI1-PI4). All of
them were right-handed, aged between 21 and 66 (M=42.5yrs; SD=22.33yrs), two of them were totally blind, one
had Leber’s congenital amaurosis, and two of them were female. Every two weeks, we met with one person and
incrementally implemented their key suggestions. Two persons were met twice and the sessions were alternated.
The goal was to get initial feedback and quickly improve the usability of the application. The task was to read
the text on packages that were arranged on the table, while the user sat down and used the device.
5.2.1 Procedure. We placed the bracelet on the wrist and the ring on the index finger. We introduced the device
using one product and provided instructions for its use, namely: i) gestures are performed on the ring touchpad
placed on index finger using the thumb; ii) swipe up/down and long press are used in navigation and tap for
detection; iii) description of the two states of the system – taking picture and feedback. The user was instructed
to hold the object in the left hand while taking pictures with the right hand.
5.2.2 Further Design Iterations.
The interviews were completed based the subject’s availability. Not all the participants participated in every
iteration. The interviews were conducted at the same association and each interview lasted for a duration between
1 and 1.5 hours.
Iteration 1: The participants appreciated the touchpad menu and that it was intuitive to swipe. However,
they encountered difficulties with the long press that was sometimes detected as tap, which was later resolved.
The initial menu required two actions to take a picture. Firstly, the user needed to select the read text or object
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recognition application. Once the user entered the application, another tap was required to take the picture. This
issue was solved by automatically taking a picture after the application was selected. Immediate audio feedback
for each gesture was implemented to inform the user that the system has detected input. As the touchpad was
placed on the left side of the left side of ring (see Figure 2 - B), the participant raised the concern that it could
not be used by left-handed users. The support for scrolling through the feedback character-by-character was
implemented. Knowing where the information is located on the package was the biggest challenge. The accuracy
of the text recognition was also a problem that was addressed later.
Iteration 2: The task was to identify one product among several similar ones while the user was seated. While
performing the task, we noticed that the ring was rather loose. This hindered an accurate camera point and
required the middle finger to hold the ring in place. Consequently, for the next session, we created 3D-printed
fittings (see Figure 2 - F) that were mounted in the interior of the ring to customize the ring size. Additionally,
the user encountered difficulties with pointing correctly towards the text and suggested a similar feedback like
KNFB Reader [7]. We noticed an interesting problem that was more pronounced in low lighting. When the thumb
touched the ring touchpad, the entire index finger would move. This in turn would move the camera and results in
blurry photographs. We addressed this issue by adding an empirically determined delay of .13s prior to capturing
the image after the touch input was detected.
Iteration 3: The task was to identify the characteristics of 3 products, with the same packaging, but different
flavors or brand. In addition to sitting, we also tested the participants posture when standing. The time taken to
identify all juices was 7 minutes. The time decreased to 4 minutes for the second type of packaging. The user
suggested to implement a maximum number of images taken on a certain products. If it exceeds 3 tries, another
solution or feedback should be presented to the user. The user was stressed and required additional feedback on
the quality of the image taken: "is the text cut or not, is it in the frame?", "Was the fault of OCR?", "I can improve
what is under my control." The user noticed that some geometries of packages have advantages for detecting
where the text is located. With boxed objects, it is relatively straightforward to notice that the front includes the
name and the flavor, while the back contains the ingredients. However, for cylindrical products such as soda
cans, it is difficult to find the flavor and ingredients. We considered the user’s feedback and implemented several
recommendations, such as reading out detected characters, which form a part of a word, and providing hints of a
word continuation and direction.
Iteration 4: The same task from the previous session was selected. We realized the importance of gently
tapping on the touch surface when taking a picture, but also pointing it perpendicularly to the text on the object.
This way, the image would yield the best recognition results. Another insight was that, the way the package is
oriented, makes a difference in the quality of the text recognition results using Google Vision API platform. Figure
4 shows the differences between original images from the experiment and the results from the rotated images
post-experiment. Thus, we decided to add information of the angle of the detected text, which was provided by
the API. This information can be used to provide further instruction to rotate the object in the given angle.
5.2.3 Final Improvements. In the last two sessions, we aimed to better understand how PVI pointed their finger to
specific parts of the product. Therefore, two types of pointing patterns were evaluated: i) By touching the surface
of the object when taking the picture; the bottom of the item can be used as a reference or the edges. ii) Without
touching the item when taking the picture; firstly, the middle of the object is identified, secondly, the hand is
pulled back 10-20cm, and finally the image is taken. Better results were generally obtained when an overview
image was taken by pointing without touching. The main modification after these sessions, was to remove the
audio menu and employ a single application that only contains the text reading and object recognition.
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6

FIELD STUDY: GROCERY SHOPPING

After a long iterative design process, the technical feasibility was tested and an evaluation of the user’s experience
with their new assistant technology for grocery shopping was undertaken. (see also Figure 5).

6.1

Participants

The recruitment was conducted through the local PVI association, who provided us with randomly selected
participants with different visual impairments. Five right-handed PVIs (one female) participated in the study.
Two were aged 21 and 22, and three were aged between 57 and 66 (M= 61.3; SD=4.5). They all had experience
with the device from previous studies (see Table 1).
Table 1. Overview of the participants from the shopping experiment

6.2

Case

Age

Visual Impairment

Access Habits

Shopping Habits

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

61
22
21
66
57

Short sighted
Leber’s amaurosis
Blind Congenital
Diabetic retinopathy
Ocular Albinism

Magnifier
Seeing AI
Seeing AI
Voiceover
Magnifier

Weekly
Never alone
Every 3 months
Monthly
Never alone

Task and Procedure

We met with the visually impaired outside their local supermarket. We first invited them to a cafe, located close
to the supermarket, and explained the purpose of the experiment, collected demographics, information regarding
their visual impairment, shopping habits, and assistive technologies. The first part of the study was the training
phase, in which the participant practiced using the device by detecting currency notes and products (Figure 5 A,B). The second part was to enter the supermarket and allow the participants to freely identify some products
independently (Figure 5 - C, D, E). However, we also directed them towards specific products we trained with,
which we provided during identification (Figure 5 - F, G). They were required to choose one product, pay for it at
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Fig. 5. Collection of pictures from Supermarket experiment. A: Participant performing money recognition task. B: participant
getting familiar with how to use the device. C,D,E: Participant performing the free exploration task. F,G: Participant identifying
the pre-trained list of items. H: User paying at the cashier
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the counter, where they would confirm the cashier’s change (Figure 5 - H ). The study leader remained with the
participants at all times, partially recording certain steps, noting down comments, and also provided assistance if
necessary.

6.3

Results

6.3.1 Identifying an item. We analyzed a total number of 236 attempts to recognize 17 items: currency (4 notes
scanned twice alternatively) and products (9 types) by the 5 participants. By attempt we mean an image that
was taken using the finger-worn device by pointing to a particular item and pressing the touchpad in order
to recognize it. Each attempt corresponds to a processed image by either the Google Vision API (GV) or our
on-board deep learning algorithm (SSD). From the 236 images, 90 were processed by SSD and 146 by GV. SSD
had priority over GV, if the image was not recognized by SSD, then the GV result was presented. The participants
had, on average, a number of 3.2 attempts per item. From the 236 attempts, 63 (26.6%) were successful, identifying
Table 2. Questionnaire results using a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree), efficiency of device
according to logs, and summary of pointing style
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

4
4
4
4
5

2
4
3
2
3

4
3
4
4
4

5
4
4
5
4

4
4
4
4
4

I would use this system frequently
System is unnecessarily complex
The system was easy to use
Would need support of tech person
System functions well integrated
Too much inconsistency in system
Learn to use very quickly
System is very cumbersome to use
I felt very confident using system
Needed to learn a lot to use system

4
2
4
2
2
2
4
2
4
2

1
3
1
4
4
5
1
4
2
4

4
2
5
4
4
2
5
2
3
1

5
1
5
1
1
1
5
1
5
5

4
2
5
3
3
2
5
2
5
1

SUS result (100)

75

23

73

85

82.5

5.3
12.7s
0.34

3
8.5s
0.54

2.7
11.6s
0.56

2.3
10.8s
0.63

2.7
5.5s
0.48

✓
×
×
×

✓
✓
✓
✓

×
✓
×
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

General
Helps identify items & read text otg
Instructions and prompts are helpful
Speed of the system is fast enough
Using this system is satisfying
Using this system is fun
System Usability Scale

Efficiency
Average Attempts per Item
Average Time per Item
Average Success Rate
Pointing Style
Index Finger Bent
Waited for Photo Shot Sound
Light Tap
Pointing at the Middle of the Object
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the item correctly. For the onboard deep learning method, the number of successful attempts were 57 (63.3%) out
of 90, while the rest were false positives (33). From the output of the Google Vision API, only 5 (3.5%) out of 146
requests helped the user to identify correctly the item. To describe further the analysis and present the outcome,
Success f ul At t empt s
we define SuccessRate = T ot al At t empt s . The average SuccessRatet is .51, while the average SuccessRatec of
the correctly identified items is .7. Both are averages across all participants per each of the items the participants
recognized. The main reason for a failure in recognizing the items, were the pointing method and external
environment conditions.
6.3.2 Paying at the Cashier. Although, the currency was successfully identified by all participants in the training
phase. Only one participant did not manage to identify the note when paying at the cashier. The number of
images taken until successful identification while paying, ranged between 1 and 3. While the younger participants
(P2 P3) required less attempts, the older participants (P1, P4, P5) required substantially more attempts to identify
the bank note. On average, younger participants roughly took 2 pictures to successfully identify a note, while
elderly participants took an average of 2.4 photos.
6.3.3 System Usability Scale. The average System Usability Scale (SUS) score is 67.5 (SD= 25.7). Table 2 shows
the ratings of the participants. SUS has a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 ("I strongly agree") to 5 ("I strongly
disagree"). The highest ratings are for the statements "I thought that the system was easy to use" and "I imagine that
most people would learn to use this system very quickly" (M= 4; SD= 1.73). The lowest rating is for the statement
"I found the system unnecessarily complex" (M= 2; SD= .71). One participant, a university student suffering
from Leber’s congenital amaurosis (P2), consistently rated the device lower than all the other participants,
thus explaining the high standard deviation. The student’s computer science background coupled with a high
expectation of the technology explains this result. All other participants rated the device consistently higher.
6.3.4 Video Analysis. Most PVI identified the product type with their hands and later found the brand of the
specific product by using the device. Some used haptic perception to feel the shelf’s location and products
arrangement when freely exploring items. Table 2, bottom summarizes details about how the 5 participants were
pointing during the experiment. These details were extracted by analyzing the recorded videos in the supermarket
experiment and focused on individual pointing characteristics such as: index finger posture, attention to the
notification that the picture was taken, tapping strength, and pointing accuracy. The table 2 shows for P1 a
correlation between pointing characteristics and the low performance in terms of success rate and pointing
issues.
6.3.5 Suitability for PVI. As indicated in the table 1, all 5 participants of the field study had different visual
handicaps. Based on the type of each participant’s visual impairment, we observed different techniques to access
their surrounding information. For instance, P1, P2 and P4, were able to use their own residual eye sight to
identify the location of the information. However, we could not observe any substantial difference in overall
usage performance, based on the stage of the users sight. Nevertheless, based on our rather small samples size,
we can only make rough estimations on suitability for certain diseases, since these can be pronounced in various
levels.

7 INSIGHTS
7.1 Pointing Interaction
Our proposed interaction with a finger-worn camera is based on a natural gesture, namely pointing at a desired
item the user intended to identify.
Pointing the sweet spot: There is a combination of factors that lead to the successful identification of an item.
This includes, air-pointing, the correct distance, aiming at the item’s center, paying attention to the audio
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notification, having good light conditions, and a steady hand. These factors will contribute to a quick and
successful identification.
Aiming the center: To point at a desired product in a supermarket, PVI have to follow four stages: 1) estimate
the shape of the item, which is mainly accomplished by touching it; 2) determine the item’s centre, 3) lift the
occluding fingers from the item itself, and 4) use the index finger of the opposite hand to point at the center
of the item. Although this sounds simple, it can be challenging for PVI. The main problem the video recording
revealed was that, the user was unable to aim at the center of the object, resulting in only half of the product
being photographed. This problem occurred frequently with P1, who had the highest numbers of attempts and
the lowest success rate (see Table 2).
Touch-pointing and air-pointing: We distinguish between taking a picture while touching the item and obtaining
the image while pointing in mid-air. Users were mostly pointing in mid-air after gaining experience and being
confident in determining the right distance to items. P2 mentioned that the main difficulty is "knowing how to
point" and that "it takes a few tries to make [it] work".
Determine the right distance: The distance to the object being scanned, as well as the font size of the package,
are essential factors for a successful recognition. P5 complained that estimating the distance between the object
of interest and the camera device is difficult: "It took some time to learn to use the system efficiently". This was not
an issue with both of our youngest participants (P2 and P3), who had previous experience with the Seeing-AI app
that identifies text, objects, and scenes. Their success rate and the number of required attempts were substantially
greater, which suggests that determining the right distance can be learned.
Holding item improves pointing: Our studies revealed that holding an item in one hand and pointing at it with
the index finger from of the opposite hand yields a higher control, based on their ability of proprioception. In
this manner, the user has a better sense of determining the distance and making a minor adjustment to obtain a
good result.
Holding hands still: Performing the tap on the ring’s touchpad to trigger image capturing, can result in a blurry
image because of the camera’s shake. In this case, the user moved the hand after subsequently pressing the
touchpad, instead of waiting for the audio confirmation. Furthermore, low light conditions easily increase motion
blur. A technical, but computationally expensive solution, would be to continuously capture a video stream and
compute a good image based on several samples before and after the tap gesture. However, another effective and
simple solution is to instruct the user to press the touchpad rather gently.

7.2

Information Presentation

Point-and-shoot interaction loop: The interaction loop using our point-and-shoot technique can be executed
quickly and seamlessly, while making use of a natural gesture and providing a responsive audio feedback. A
recognition delay of 1.4s for on-board identification does not interrupt the interaction loop. In case the captured
image is not properly framed, it requires a retake. Using the vision cloud service yields delays up to 5s, which
interrupts the work flow and impacts the user experience. This is also confirmed by a lower SUS score with PVI
requiring many attempts.
Limit and summarize information: During our design process, we learned that the information communicated
to PVI should be minimal, only containing a brief summary of text, objects, or scene that is recognized by the
system. Reading out detailed package description is not preferred by the user, as it is also time consuming. The
deep learning architectures; SSD and Google Vision are fast and suitable for this purpose. However, both depend
heavily on image framing and a correct pointing.
Individual control preferences: Based on our observational study, users would like to be able to control how the
feedback is provided. Some PVI found it important to have control features, such as cancel or skip the recognition
of this item or replay the previously recognized item. Offering these functions can reduce frustration and shorten
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the work flow. For instance, the system provides a correct image recognition. However, the user failed to recognize
the audio feedback initially.
Simple-touch interaction: In contrast, other users were confused by having a great variety of control options
(by more complex ring gestures and audio interface). Therefore, we made the design decision to reduce our ring
gestures to the simplest interaction possible, a single tap to capture an image. This shifts the workload from menu
navigation towards the point-and-shoot interaction loop, freeing resources to focus on pointing to the sweet spot.

8

LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter we discuss the general technical limitations, as well as application specific limitations based on
the evaluation and incremental development of FingerReader2.0.
Requiring haptic perception: Although FingerReader2.0 is designed to identify the product and product details,
such as the brand, the list of ingredients, the price, etc., the user is still required to make use of their haptic
perception. Usually, the PVI use their sense of touch to locate the item, obtain it’s size, shape, and material. This
involves micromotions to explore and measure the three-dimensional object using haptic perception [26, 52],
also called "active touch" by Gibson [11].
Requiring product knowledge: In the next step, the user would assume whether they were holding tooth paste
or hand creme. Assuming this product is new in the store, the FingerReader2.0 would not be able to identify it
and therefore would make use of the cloud service, which would read out: Colgate (see Figure 3). If PVI cannot
identify the brand or the shape of the item, our technology is rendered ineffective.
Lighting conditions: The lighting in the supermarket and the reflective material of the product packaging is
challenging and can sometimes make the text unreadable because the white light would partially cover the text.
Changing the angle of the camera towards the object or the angle of the object could reveal more text.
Object rotation: If the text is oriented correctly, then external computer vision libraries are able to recognize
text very reliably (see Figure 4). We implemented instructions about correct orientation based on the text angle
information provided by the cloud vision engine. However, bent text and experimental fonts remain a challenge.
Consecutive image analysis: If the PVI fail in capturing a good image of the item, an intelligent AI would be
able to provide more hints on how to hold the item in a better way. Moreover, using visual computing algorithms
could utilize previously shot image fragments in order to form a complete image.
Wide angle lens: Since the location of the camera is comparably close to the object the user is pointing at,
making use of a high resulted auto-focus camera is important. Unfortunately, cameras in this micro form factor
demonstrate high noise. Although a wide lens would allow more imprecise aiming, we need to consider that
a wide lens will introduce additional noise into the algorithms. Also, we would need to train the system with
images captured with that specific distortion or equalize the image, which again adds additional noise.
Ergonomics: The users were capable of grasping objects, write phone messages, take money out of the wallet,
etc. The only limitation we observed occurred when putting the hand into the pocket. Here, the users faced
problems with the height of the ring (see Figure 2 - B). Since the sensor must be carefully aligned with the finger
to avoid occlusions, the ring needs to rest tightly to the finger, making it slightly uncomfortable after an extended
usage period.
Training data set: To improve recognition, the photo data set used for training the model, should have also
contained images similar to how PVI would capture them, e.g., not well focused, finger occlusion, light reflections
etc. While this would substantially improve recognition accuracy, the training phase would have expanded to a
longer extent. Here, we faced the trade-off between a convenient training phase yielding lower accuracy and a
very time-extensive training phase providing higher accuracy.
Scalability & Emergent algorithms: The existing data set for on-board classification uses around 150 samples
for each class, which was manually annotated. This fact limits the scalability of the system, since it requires a
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significant amount of human resources and requires a substantial amount of computational processing power.
The future goal must be to train more classes with very few samples. Utilizing existing trained models from
open source projects, such as Tensorflow Object Detection API [12], would be an option. Furthermore, by using
emergent algorithms like meta-learning [37] it is possible to train a model with a smaller amount of images,
making the training process faster and scalable. Overall, we believe a cloud-based learning model to be promising.
This approach reduces the need of a powerful on-board processing unit, reduces the overall cost, and enables a
greater system flexibility.

9

CONCLUSION

This paper introduced the FingerReader2.0, which is an assistive smart eye mounted onto the PVI’s index finger.
A user-centered design process was utilized, which was useful in understanding the needs and daily challenges of
PVI. Grocery shopping was the focus of this research, as it was noted as a major issue for this specific target group.
The collaboration with the visually handicapped enabled incremental improvements to the initial prototype.
Revised versions of the FingerReader were iterated and finally evaluated with PVI in a field study, the grocery
store. While this new field of application is still in development, increasing the number of detectable products by
utilizing a general image database of products, must therefore be the core focus of future work.
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